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If you are the owner of a ship then you might be looking for someone who can manage it so that you
get good returns on your investment after a certain period of time.

Giving your ship to a ship management company is not a bad idea at all because they know
everything. How a ship is managed? What are the required skills to run a ship efficiently? How is the
staff recruited and handled? How to manage the business? How to settle the claims? Maintenance
of ship, staffing and even finding a new business! Our ship management company is perfect in all
these tasks which can ensure good returns on investment if you are in process to hire someone to
manage your ship.

Ship management involves many tasks. Weâ€™ll start with operational management which includes the
safe driving of ship in between the enormously dangerous sea waves. Our ship management
company have some of the finest captains and crew who have years of experience in running a
ship. Whether they are cargo ships or just passenger ferry they usually follow all the norms which
are followed for the sound operation of a ship. Thus our ship management company has earned
good reputation amongst all ship managementcompanies.

Ship management is incomplete without technical management skills. We have hired some of the
brightest engineers from the shipping industry who handle the tasks of repairs and maintenance, dry
docking and special surveys, manning, repairs and maintenance, purchasing, insurance, safety
quality, environmental compliance services, risk assessment, emergency response management,
meeting third party quality assurance compliance, oil majors' acceptability requirements, feasibility
project management and new building supervision quite superbly.

If the client wants to have pre-purchase inspections and navigational audits done in advance our
company also deals with them without any problem.

Our trained crew members have the practical knowledge of running a ship safely which in turn
minimizes the risks to a large extent. They are also trained from time to time so that they get
equipped with the knowledge of technicalities involved with the operations of the ship.

We also provide consultancy for the design and construction of vessels whether they are cargo or
they carry passengers from one place to another. Our efficient marine experts and master mariners
have great expertise in doing technical investigation. They can also carry out surveys quite
impressively who are assisted by our in-house technical support team.

Risk management is an important aspect of ship management. You cannot escape from the
unpredictable behavior of wild sea hence for the protection of the owner of ship we also provide
consultation of insurance solutions.

From hull and machinery to freight demurrage and defense, we provide consultancy at every step
for the benefit of the owner. We are also ready with consultancy and expert advices on ship
brokerage, chartering and research.

In this way if your offer ship management activities to us we will provide you with the safe ways
where your money would be working for you. This will also ensure good returns on investment.
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Saurabh Pandey - About Author:
Transocean (Singapore) Pte. Ltd. is a company that offers ship management services to clients
located throughout the world. Their ship management services include technical management,
operational management, risk management and commercial management. They are supposed to
be the pioneers of ship management solutions in India. For more information please visit, a
http://www.toships.com/.
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